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How to use: Creatables LR0593 (Petra’s Magnifi cent die) consists of 7 dies.

1. Front of card: Die cut/emboss the outer border (LR0593) from baby blue with the 

four inlay dies and the centre frame from pearly white.

Work baby blue and pearly white with distress ink faded jeans and summer sky. 

Layer the picture behind the aperture of the pearly white shape and stamp a text. Place 

the outer border (LR0593) onto night blue. Trace the outline in pencil and cut out.

Layer night blue behind baby blue. Mount the pearly white centre frame to baby blue 

with 3D-glue. Set aside to dry. Die cut/emboss the jetty from mocha (work with frayed 

burlap), the boats from blue (work with faded jeans) and the seagulls from pearlwhite 

(work with weathered wood, peanut brittle and a black ink pad). Adhere the boats 

as per example given. Attach the jetty at the bottom of baby blue using 3D-glue. Set 

aside to dry.

The top: Die cut/emboss a scrap of pearly white card with the centre frame. Cut into 

shape and position at the top behind night blue.

1. Die cut/emboss the outer border with 

the machine. The centre is closed/not cut 

out.

Die cutting the pattern: This border has 

4 inlay dies. Secure the inlay dies as per 

example given (use craft tape LR0010) 

and turn them through the machine 

together.

3. Tip: Die cut different card colours.

Keep the centre part that falls from the 

die cut frame (in this picture it is grey).

Use a small die to cut out the picture of 

the decoupage sheet. Layer onto the grey 

shape.

2. Die cut/emboss the slightly smaller 

die. The centre is open. Layer the picture 

behind the aperture.

Materials used for all cards:

Creatables: LR0593 (Petra’s Magnifi cent die), Die cut and embossing machine, Text stamps: CS1024 (Beach sentiments), Distress ink: 

weathered wood, Ink pads: black and Memento: peanut brittle (beak/seagull), toffee crunch, Pretty Papers design paper pad: PK9162 

(Ocean Adventure), Papicolor card Metallic: pearlwhite (330)

General instructions: 

The measurements in cm are being indicated like this: first you will see the height and then the width. So if you see 10 x 5 cm, this 

means 10 cm high and 5 cm wide. 

Extra needed for this card:

Creatables by Tiny: LR0594 (Boats), LR0595 (Seagulls), LR0597 

(Jetty), Distress ink: frayed burlap, faded jeans, Ink pad Memento: 

summer sky, Decoupage sheet: IT610 (Tiny’s Harbours), Papicolor 

card Original: pearly white (930), mocha (935), night blue (941), 

blue (955) and baby blue (956), German lace: DK5862 (embroidery 

cream 25 mm), Flat-backed shiny pearls: D107 (blue), Diamond 

gems: JU0932



3. Front of card: Cut 14 x 15 cm striped design paper (adhere to night blue) and 7 x 

15 cm bird design paper. Adhere the latter at the top onto the striped design paper.

Adhere lace along the bottom of the striped design paper.

Position the parts shown on photo 1 onto the card front.

2. Folding the card: Cut a 21 x 29 cm (=A4) night blue strip. Fold in half and open 

again. Score (whole width) at 5.5 cm up from the bottom. Make a 5.5 cm incision from 

the bottom into the fold. Fold the fl aps inside. Do not paste yet.

Cut for the inside two 13 x 14 cm mocha cards.

Position lace onto the fl aps. Fold both fl aps inside and adhere the sides (leave centre 

open).

Turn card, fold is at the top with the fl aps on the left-hand side.

1. Die cut/emboss the outer border 

(LR0593) from brown design paper.

4. Adhere brown design paper on both 

sides to baby blue.

Tip: Use the lines and boxes on the 

cutting mat to align the shapes. 

5. Die cut/emboss the outer border 

(LR0593) together with four inlay dies 

from steel. Adhere as per example given.

6. Finishing off reverse side: Place the 

part shown in photo 5 onto (the reverse 

side of) baby blue.

Place it so that the brown design paper is 

at the top edge. Trace the outline of the 

card in pencil and cut out. Adhere baby 

blue onto the reverse side of the card.

2. Die cut/emboss the outer border 

(LR0593) together with one inlay die 

from baby blue.

3. Cut brown design paper in half.

Extra needed for this card:

Creatables: LR0546 (Anja’s Beautiful fl ower set), Creatables by 

Tiny: LR0595 (Seagulls), LR0596 (Sandpipers), LR0597 (Jetty), 

Distress ink: pumice stone, walnut stain, Inkpad: white, Inka 

Gold: 904 (platinum) and 931 (aprikot, used for the fl ower), 

Decoupage sheet Mattie’s Mooiste: MB0180 (Boats), Papicolor 

card: Original: nut brown (939), baby blue 

(956), light grey (957), Metallic: steel 

(332), Brilliant champagne (163), Flat-

backed shiny pearls: D110 (black-grey)



7. Stand: Cut 21 (=short side of an A4-

sheet) x 13 cm. Fold in half and 

adhere at 3 mm up from the bottom onto 

the reverse side.

8. Front: Die cut/emboss the centre frame 

from light grey and work with distress ink 

pumice stone and weathered wood. (See 

general instructions). Layer the picture 

behind the aperture. Stamp a text. Mount 

the centre frame with 3D-glue onto steel. 

Set aside to dry.

Die cut/emboss the jetty from nut brown 

(work with walnut stain), the seagulls 

from pearlwhite (work with weathered 

wood, peanut brittle and a black ink pad), 

and the sandpipers from nut brown (work 

with a white and black ink pad). Adhere 

the jetty at the bottom of the card using 

3D-glue. Set aside to dry.

Die cut/emboss the fl ower (LR0546) from 

champagne. Work the paper with Inka 

Gold aprikot and platinum. Dampen the 

paper, shape the fl ower and assemble. 

Complete the card with pearls.

1. Front of card: Die cut/emboss the 

outer border from night blue and ivory 

card with the four inlay dies. Work night 

blue with a white ink pad and ivory 

with toffee crunch. Fold ivory in half 

and adhere with 3D-glue. Set aside to 

dry. Adhere ivory to night blue. Die cut/

emboss the central frame from pearlwhite 

and work with distress ink faded jeans 

(see general instructions). Layer the 

picture behind the aperture and stamp 

the text. Mount to ivory with 3D-glue as 

you can see in the example given. 

Die cut/emboss the sandpipers from nut 

brown (work with white and black ink) 

and the seagulls from pearlwhite. Adhere 

as per example. Set aside to dry.

2. Folding the card: Cut a 21 x 29 cm 

(=A4) night blue strip. Fold in half and 

open again. Score (the whole width) at 

4 cm from the bottom. Make a 4 cm 

incision up from the bottom into the fold. 

Fold the fl aps inside. Do not paste yet.

Cut for the inside two 13 x 14 mocha 

cards and for the fl aps two 3.6 x 14 cm 

strips of design paper.

Adhere both fl aps at the sides (leave 

centre open). Turn card, fold is at the top 

now.

3. Cut two 14 x 3.3 cm strips from striped 

design paper. Adhere to the blue cards so 

that the stripes appear to continue across 

the card. Secure lace at the top.

Cut 14.5 x 14.5 cm night blue and 

14 x 14 cm brown design paper. Adhere 

together. Position lace along the bottom.

Extra needed for this card:

Creatables: LR0595 (Tiny’s seagulls), LR0596 (Tiny’s 

Sandpipers), Distress ink: faded jeans, Ink pad: white, 

Decoupage sheet: IT611 (Tiny’s Lighthouses), Papicolor card: 

Original mocha (935), nut brown (939) and night blue (941), 

Metallic: ivory (331), German lace: DK7221-001 white, oval 8 

mm), Linen lace: K1018 (white 9 mm), Flat-backed shiny pearls: 

D107 (blue) and D108 (brown)



Then adhere to the top of the card front, 2 mm down from the 

top-fold, making the bottom 2 mm longer. On the photo this is 

indicated with a white rectangle.

Finish off with pearls.

By Tineke van der Linden

tinekeskaartenhoekje.blogspot.nl

General instructions:

Colour in the seagulls with distress ink hickory smoke and rusty hinge and the white sandpipers with gathered twigs, black soot and a 

black pen/felt tip.

Materials: 

Craftables: CR1279 (Tiny’s 

Ocean set), CR1440 (Sea 

shells), Creatables: LR0470 

(Anja’s Frilly Square, sprig 

used), LR0477 (Flip fl ops & 

Sunglasses), LR0543 (Beach 

bag), LR0592 (Doily duo), 

LR0595 (Tiny’s Seagulls), 

LR0596 (Tiny’s Sandpipers), 

LR0598 (Footprints), Die cut and embossing machine, Text 

stamps: CS1007 (Beach sentiment), Distress ink: picket fence, 

faded jeans, rusty hinge, black soot, hickory smoke, gathered 

twigs, walnut stain, vintage photo, Ink pad Versafi ne: onyx 

black, Decoupage sheet: IT585 (Tiny’s Sand & Sea 1), Pretty 

Papers design paper pad: PK9146 (Côte d’Azur), Papicolor card: 

Original: pearly white (930), mocha (953), dark brown (938), 

baby blue (956), celeste (942) and army green (954), Recycled 

kraft brown (323), Metallic casino gold (347), Glitter card: 

CA3125 (blue), Paper distresser, White gesso, Black pen/felt tip

Cut a 14.5 x 14.5 cm celeste blue top-fold card and layer 

14 x 14 cm pearly white card on top. Cut 13.5 x 13.5 cm design 

paper, work the edges with a paper distresser and adhere. 

Die cut the doily from pearly white card and adhere the picture 

that has been cut to size fi rst. Die cut the footprints from 

11 x 13.5 cm mocha card and tear off along the footprints. Work 

the edges with distress ink walnut stain and adhere along the 

sides only. Stamp a text onto the sand. Die cut the mooring post 

from dark brown and colour in the top with white gesso.

Die cut the sea shells from pearly white and baby blue and work 

with distress ink faded jeans. 

Die cut the star fi sh from Metallic casino gold. Adhere a die 

cut sprig in between. Die cut the seagulls and sandpipers from 

pearly white and work them as per the general instructions.

Die cut the beach bag and fl ip fl ops from design paper.

Finish off the fl ip fl ops with blue glitter paper.



By Sigrid Klingenberg

sigridklingenberg.blogspot.nl

Materials used for all cards:

Distress ink: faded jeans, scattered straw, Ink pad: black, Papicolor card: pearly white (930), Stamping paper: white, Copy paper/

scrap paper or masking paper

Extra needed for this card:

Clear stamps by Tiny: CS0969 

 (Background-Beach), TC0970 

(Background-Sea shells), 

TC0838 (Border-Surf), Text 

stamps: CS1007 (Beach 

sentiments), 

Mask stencils by Tiny: PS8031 (Ropes), PS0833 (Splashes), 

Distress ink: gathered twigs, spun sugar, Ink pad Memento: 

London fog, Watermark-ink, Papicolor card Original: cream (927), 

blossom (934), Embossing powder: white, Heat tool, Water + 

sponge + kitchen paper, Water pen

Cut three 7.5 x 11.5 cm rectangles from stamping paper and 

mask the borders with 1.5 cm wide strips of scrap paper.

Card left-hand side: Use watermark ink to stamp the waves. 

Sprinkle embossing powder on top and heat with a heat tool till 

the powder melts. Cover the waves with a mask and colour the 

sky with pink and blue distress ink. Lay the mask on top and 

decolour certain parts with water and a sponge. Dab dry with 

kitchen paper. Make a mask for the sky and beach and colour 

the waves with blue distress ink. Mask the waves and colour the 

beach yellow. Stamp the background in yellow ink.

Card in the centre: Colour the top half of the card with blue 

distress ink and the bottom half with yellow. Allow the colours 

to overlap. Place the mask stencil onto the sky and decolour 

certain parts with water and a sponge. Dab dry with kitchen 

paper. Place different mask stencils onto the beach and colour in 

randomly with yellow and/or brown distress ink.

Card right-hand side: Use watermark ink to stamp sea shells. 

Sprinkle embossing powder on top and heat with a heat tool till 

the powder melts. Colour the background with blue and yellow 

distress ink. Decolour some shells with the water pen. Colour 

other shells in with different colours of distress ink and the 

water pen. Set aside to dry.

Finishing off: Remove the masking paper and adhere the 

rectangles onto 8 x 12 cm blossom and 8,5 x 12,5 cm cream 

card. Cut a 28.5 x 13.5 cm pearly white strip, score/fold at 9.5 

en 19 cm. Fold the card and adhere the rectangles. Stamp texts, 

cut out and adhere.

Extra needed for this card:

Creatables: LR0570 (Anja’s 

Vertical Folding die), Die 

cut and embossing machine, 

Cl ear stamps by Tiny: CS0970 

(Background-Beach), TC0875 

(Sandpipers), Text stamps: 

CS1007 (Beach sentiments), 

Ma sk stencils by Tiny: PS9031 (Rope), PS8032 (Ocean), PS 8033 

(Ropes), Distress ink: chipped sapphire, gathered twigs, spun 

sugar, Ink pad Memento: London fog, Papicolor card: daffodil 

yellow (928), night blue (941), Alcohol markers

Cut a 14.5 x 14.5 cm pearly white single-fold card. 

Die cut the vertical folding die into the front fl ap of the card 

and fold the card. Cut stamping paper into 12.5 x 12.5 cm and 

5.25 x 12.5 cm. Colour the top half with blue and the bottom 

half with yellow distress ink. Allow the colours to overlap.

Use the mask stencils to create blue, yellow and brown smudges 

on the paper. Sprinkle water on top and set aside to dry.

Cut 7.5 cm Ø stamping paper. Stamp an image using Memento 

ink. Colour in the birds with markers. Mask the birds and colour 

the sky, sea and beach with distress ink. Wipe blue ink onto 

edge of the circle. Use a mask stencil to create blue smudges 

in the sky. Position the image onto an 8 cm Ø yellow circle and 

then onto a slightly bigger blue one.

Stamps texts. Stamps the background in yellow distress ink. 

Adhere the square to 13 x 13 cm yellow and 13.5 x 13.5 cm 

night blue card and the rectangle onto 7.75 x 13 cm yellow and 

6.25 x 13.5 cm night blue card.

Finally adhere all layers on the card.



Extra needed for this card:

Backgr ound stamp by: TC0874 

(Horizon), Text stamps: 

CS1024 (Beach sentiments), 

Mask stencil by Tiny: PS8032 

(Ocean), Distress ink: chipped 

sapphire, tea dye, Ink pad Memento: London fog, Papicolor card 

Original: daffodil yellow (928), night blue (941), Markers

Extra  needed for this card:

Clear stamps by Tiny : CS0969 

(Background-Beach), TC0840 

(Dunes), TC0874 (Horizon); 

Text stamps: CS1024 (Beach 

sentiments), Mask stencil 

by Tiny: PS8033 (Splashes), 

Distress ink: spun sugar, Ink 

pads Memento: bamboo leaves, 

London fog, olive grove, Papicolor card: cream (927), blossom 

(934), Water + sponge + kitchen paper

Cut 17 x 8.5 cm stamping paper and mask the borders with 1.5 

cm wide strips of paper. Stamp the horizon and clouds with 

Memento ink. Colour in the boat, light house etc. with markers. 

Stamp them onto masking paper too, cut out and mask the boat, 

lighthouse and clouds. Tear off a piece of scrap paper to mask 

the beach. Colour the sky and water with blue distress ink. Make 

a mask to create shapes in the sky. Stamp a text. Mask the sky 

and water and colour the beach with yellow distress ink. Remove 

the masking paper and adhere the stamping paper onto

17.5 x 9 cm night blue, 18 x 9.5 cm daffodil yellow and then 

onto a 19 x 10.5 cm pearly white single-fold card.

Cut 12.5 x 12.5 cm stamping paper and mask the borders with 

1.5 cm wide strips of paper. Stamp the dunes just below the 

centre of the card and colour with the Memento ink colours.

Stamp the sea in the bottom right corner using the horizon 

stamp and Memento ink. Mask the dunes and colour the sky with 

pink and blue distress ink. Mask the sky and water and colour 

the dune and beach with yellow distress ink.

Stamp the background onto the beach with yellow distress ink. 

Mask the beach and colour the water blue.

Position the mask stencil onto the sky. Use a damp sponge to 

create lighter shades by dabbing onto the distress ink. Remove 

the stencil and dry the stamping paper carefully with kitchen 

paper. Stamp a text. 

Remove the mask paper and adhere the stamping paper onto 13 

x 13 cm yellow, 13.5 x 13.5 cm pink and then onto a 14.5 x 14.5 

cm pearly white single-fold card.

By Rimmie van de Sande

butterfl ykisses83.blogspot.com

Materials used for all cards:

Die cut and embossing machine, Decoupage sheets: EWK1268 (Très Jolie 1), EWK1269 (Très Jolie 2), Pretty Papers design paper pad: 

PK9149 (Do what you love), Ink pad: Versafi ne onyx black, Card: yellow, green, orange (light and dark), white, black

Extra needed for this card:

Craftables: CR1331 (Basic 

shapes-Circles), CR1469 

(Doodle-Square), Creatables: 

LR0599 (Sweet borders), 

Design folder: DF3431 (Dots), 

Text stamps: CS1019 (Dream)

Extra needed for this card:

Craftables: CR1331 (Basic 

shapes-Circles), CR1468 

(Doodle-Circle), Creatables: 

LR0599 (Sweet borders), Text 

stamps: CS1022 (Spring)

Cut a 10.5 x 13.5 cm white top-fold card. Emboss a white 

9.5 x 13 cm card with the design folder. Cut design paper into 

5 x 9 cm and 7.5 x 9 cm. Cut a 3 x 9.5 cm black strip and die 

cut a sweet border along one long side. Cut a 1.5 x 4 cm black 

strip and cut a V-shape out of one end. Die cut a small white 

circle, layer onto a slightly larger black one and stamp a text. 

Cut the picture into 8 x 8 cm. Die cut the shapes needed from 

miscellaneous card colours. Finish off the card as per example.

Cut a 13.5 x 13.5 cm white top-fold card and a 12.5 x 12.5 cm 

square from black card and design paper. Cut a 3 x 12.5 cm black 

strip and die cut a sweet border along one long side. 

Die cut two 1.5 x 2 cm black strips and insert a staple into one 

of them. Cut a 2 x 5 cm strip from design paper, layer onto 

2.3 x 5.3 cm black card and stamp a text. Die cut the picture 

with a circular die and layer onto a slightly la rger black one. Die 

cut the shapes needed from miscellaneous card colours. 

Finish off the card as per example.



Extra needed for this card:

Craftables: CR1468 (Doodle-

Circle), CR1470 (Floral doily), 

Text stamps: CS1019 (Dream), 

Design folder: DF3438 (Trendy 

hearts)

Cut a 15 x 10.5 cm white top-fold card and layer 

14.5 x 10 cm design paper on top. Cut a 5 x 10.5 cm black strip, 

work with the design folder and insert two staples into the top-

left corner. Cut the picture into 8 x 8 cm and layer onto 8.3 x 

8.3 cm black card. Cut a 1 x 2.5 cm black strip and a 2 x 5.5 cm 

white one, layer the white one onto 2.3 x 5.8 cm black card and 

stamp a text. Die cut the shapes needed from miscellaneous card 

colours. Finish off the card as per example.


